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Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:

Reflective
Predictable
Growing Control

Broadening
Endeavour
Safe

Thoughtful



Examiner comments
This Textile Design Component 2 submission consists of an A3 sketch pad and a large rectangular textile panel. Images of the work selected reflect 
the characteristics of work at the bottom of Performance Level 4, Competent and Consistent performance with a mark of 40/72. 

The candidate makes an engaged mind map in response to the examination theme of ‘Lock’. An overarching theme of ‘Marriage’ inspires the 
candidate to respond to the film ‘Marriage Story’ and artists Vladimir Makovsky, Firs Zhuravlev, and Sir William Quiller Orchardson. The candidate is 
thoughtful in their written analysis and makes secure links to their chosen line of enquiry.

The candidate develops ideas by creating a photo shoot further responding to their theme of marriage. This then leads onto a series of informed 
experimental samples inspired by the contemporary textile artist, Andrea Cryer exploring the application of textural line using sewn thread onto 
cotton. Connections to contemporary music by Eminem and Billie Eilish are established by embroidering words into cotton samples.

Further advanced development is made, considering the options of written poems and the application of storyboarding to tell a story creating a 
range of small samples portraying the narrative of a relationship as a sustained preparatory piece. 

The 10-hour period of sustained focus response is a skilful textile embroidered tapestry that consolidates their tactile experiments. It is a cohesive 
and secure outcome. 

For the submission to move beyond Performance Level 4, the candidate could demonstrate greater evidence of presenting a more accomplished 
textile responses that are inspired from primary sources which allow the candidate to execute a greater variety of refined outcomes. Further 
investigation into typography would also benefit the candidate in their final realisation.
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